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SUMMARY

The dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) in car-
nivores and primates is a laminated structure,
where each layer gets visual input from only one
eye [1, 2]. By contrast, in rodents such as mice
and rats, the dLGN is not overtly laminated, the
retinal terminals from the two eyes are only partially
segregated [3, 4], and many cells in the binocular
segment of dLGN get excitatory inputs from both
eyes [5, 6]. Here, we show that the evolutionary
ancient koniocellular (K) division of primate dLGN,
like rodent dLGN, forms a subcortical site of
binocular integration. We recorded single-cell activ-
ity in dLGN of anesthetized marmoset monkeys. As
expected, cells in the parvocellular (P) and magno-
cellular (M) layers received monocular excitatory
inputs. By contrast, many cells in the K layers
received excitatory inputs from both eyes. The
specialized properties of distinct K sub-populations
(for example, blue-yellow color selectivity) were
preserved across the two eye inputs, and where
tested, the contrast sensitivity of each eye input
was roughly matched. The results argue that
evolutionarily widely separated orders such as
rodents and primates have a shared strategy of
integrating signals from the two eyes in subcortical
circuits.

RESULTS

The K layers of the primate dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus

(dLGN) contain multiple neuronal types that transmit diverse

visual signals to visual cortices. For example, distinct types of

koniocellular (K) cells show color-selective ‘‘blue-on’’ (K-bon),

‘‘blue-off’’ (K-boff), ‘‘orientation-selective’’ (K-o) cells, and

‘‘suppressed-by-contrast’’ (K-sbc) properties [7–10]. We have

found that binocular convergence is widespread among K

cells, indicating a fundamental difference in functional organi-

zation to that of parvocellular (P) cells and magnocellular (M)

cells.
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Characteristics of Binocular Responses
Figure 1 shows an example multi-electrode array penetration

through the dLGN (Figures 1A and 1B) and single-cell action po-

tentials (spikes) recorded during monocular stimulation through

each eye, across two 500-s recording epochs separated by

�35 min (Figure 1C). Across these records, spike amplitude

shows a small systematic drift, but spike shape remains consis-

tent (Figure 1C, upper panels), and principal-component (PC)

analysis (Figure 1C, lower panels) shows invariant cluster posi-

tion relative to background activity, indicating stable recording

from a single isolated neuron. Figure 1D shows an example tra-

jectory from a second animal, and Figures 1E–1I show example

peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) from cells recorded in this

penetration. Monocular visual responses shown in Figures 1E–

1G were typical of most (57/80) cells encountered. A proportion

of cells, however (23/80; 29%; e.g., Figures 1H and 1I), respond

in the same way to stimuli presented through either eye. These

binocular responses are evident for both optimal (left PSTHs)

and sub-optimal stimuli (right PSTHs). The presence of simulta-

neously recorded monocular and binocular cells, at the same

recording site (Figures 1, S1, and S2), indicates that eye occlu-

sion was effective, for all cells would respond if light were leaking

into the occluded eye.

Functional Weight of Binocular Inputs
We next asked how the functional weight of non-dominant eye

responses is distributed across different dLGN populations. As

expected [1, 11, 12], P cells and M cells (Figures 2A and 2B;

Table S1) are suppressed by, or respond only feebly to, non-

dominant eye stimulation. Vigorous (>10 spikes/s) binocular re-

sponses are restricted almost exclusively to K cells (Figures 2C

and 2D; Table S1). Analysis of spike rates (Figures 2G–2I; see

the Experimental Procedures) shows the mean weight of non-

dominant input to K cells (0.14; SD 0.20) and M cells (0.05; SD

0.07) is greater than zero (p < 0.01; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test),

but that of P cells is not (�0.02; SD 0.12).

The broad distribution of eye dominance in K cells reflects

presence of K cells with strong excitatory inputs from both

eyes; for example, 22/51 (43%) of K cells have non-dominant

weight above 0.2, whereas only one P cell does and no M cells

do (Figure 2I). Binocular excitatory convergence is apparent in

all K cell sub-populations that we recorded (Table S1). Despite

the bimodal appearance of the K cell histogram (Figure 2I),

the non-dominant weight distribution does not depart from
vier Ltd All rights reserved
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Figure 1. Analysis of Binocular Inputs to K

Cells

Electrophysiological recordings from K layers are

challenging because the K layers are thin and K

cells are small. Therefore, we used multi-electrode

arrays to improve the yield of K cells.

(A) Micrograph of a Nissl-stained coronal section

through marmoset dorsal lateral geniculate nu-

cleus (dLGN) including the trajectory of an array

penetration (case MY146).

(B) Schematic drawing of this section showing the

parvocellular (P, dark gray) and magnocellular

(M, light gray) layers surrounded by koniocellular

(K, white) layers. Black vertical lines and horizontal

tick marks show reconstructed positions of cells

recorded at a single array location. Square symbol

marks a K layer recording position.

(C) Top: spike waveforms recorded at the position

marked by the symbol in (B). Spikes were uniformly

sampled across a 500-s epoch of monocular

stimulus presentation through ipsilateral (Ipsi, left)

or contralateral (Con, right) eye. Bottom: principal-

component (PC) analysis of thresholded 0.6 ms

voltage windows at the recording site show sepa-

ration of the isolated unit (color-coded points) from

other units and background ‘‘hash’’ activity (gray

points). Recording start andend timesare indicated

at the bottom of each panel. A full reconstruction of

this recording trajectory is shown in Figure S1.

(D) Reconstructed trajectory though the dLGN of a

different animal (case MA24). Colored symbols

mark the single units with responses illustrated

in (E)–(I).

(E) Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of responses of a magnocellular (M) off-center unit to stimuli delivered through the Ipsi or Con eye. Responses to

200-ms contrast pulses are shown. Pulse duration is indicated by the dark bar beneath each PSTH. Conemodulation direction is indicated to right of each PSTH.

This cell shows monocular response to decrements in medium/long-wave sensitive cone activity (ML�).

(F) Koniocellular on-center (K-on) cell showing monocular responses to ML cone increments (ML+).

(G) Parvocellular off-center (P-off) cell showing monocular responses to ML�.

(H) Koniocellular blue-on cell (K-bon) showing binocular excitatory responses to short-wave sensitive cone increments (S+, right) and ML� (left).

(I) Koniocellular suppressed-by-contrast (K-sbc) cell showing binocular transient suppression following onset and offset of ML� (left) and sustained suppression

for S cone increments (S+, right).

Scale bars in (E) apply to (B)–(F). Full details of response properties and spike sorting for these cells are shown in Figure S2.
unimodality for any cell group (Hartigan unimodality test: P,

p = 0.89; M, p = 0.72; K, p = 0.76). We conclude that many K cells

receive robust inputs from the non-dominant eye.

Response Latency
If non-dominant eye signals reach K cells through a longer nerve

pathway and/or more synaptic relays than dominant eye re-

sponses do, then we would expect them to always appear at

longer latency. As expected [13], peak response latency of domi-

nant eye responses of K cells (mean61.5ms; SD30.1; n = 51)was

significantly longer than that of M cells (37.2 ms; SD 16.5; n = 13;

p < 0.01) and marginally longer than that of P cells (52.8 ms; SD

22.1; n = 16; p = 0.24). We analyzed response latency for K cells

showing >5 spikes/s excitatory response to non-dominant eye

stimulation (Figures 2E and 2F). Across these cells, the mean

latency for non-dominant eye stimulation (80.5 ms; SD 38.3;

p = 0.03) is �20 ms longer than latency for dominant eye stimu-

lation (59.0 ms; SD 26.0; n = 22; p = 0.03). Interocular time lag

is not correlated with non-dominant weight (r2 = 0.09; p = 0.22).

We conclude that non-dominant eye inputs for many (but not

all) K cells are delayed relative to dominant eye inputs.
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Contrast Sensitivity
Responses described above were to high-contrast stimuli. We

asked whether binocular inputs to K cells are also modulated in

more-natural environments, where contrast is variable and, on

average, low [14]. At two sites, we measured contrast sensitivity

for 5 Hz temporal modulation of a spatially uniform achromatic

field (Figure 3). The measured K cells show roughly matched

contrast-response relation for each eye’s input. The first Fourier

harmonic of responses was fit to a saturating hyperbolic (‘‘Naka-

Rushton’’) function [15]: Rc =R0 +Rmaxc=ðc50 + cÞ, where R is

spike rate, c is stimulus contrast, R0 is maintained spike rate,

Rmax is maximum response, and c50 is the contrast at half-

maximum response. For K cells (n = 10), we found high correla-

tion of the Rmax parameter for dominant and non-dominant eye

stimulation (r2 = 0.86; p < 0.01; Figure 3G) andweaker correlation

of response gain (Rmax/c50; r
2 = 0.44; p = 0.04; data not shown).

Thus, for K cells receiving inputs from both eyes, the input is

roughly balanced over a range of image contrasts. These data

also provide two further clues regarding response timing of

binocular inputs. First, mean interocular phase lag at the stimulus

frequency (5 Hz) is equivalent to 55.6ms (SD 9.5; n = 5); this value
5, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 3191
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Figure 2. Summary of Binocular Response

Properties

(A and B) Scatterplots showing peak firing rates of

P cells and M cells for stimuli delivered through

dominant (Dom) or non-dominant (Non-dom) eye.

Note that on- and off-center P (P-on and P-off) and

on- and off-center M (M-on and M-off) cells show

only weak influence of the non-dominant eye.

(C and D) Responses of different classes of K cells

showing variable excitatory responses to non-

dominant stimulation: K blue-on (K-bon); K blue-

off (K-bof); K suppressed-by-contrast (K-sbc); K

on-center (K-on); K off-center (K-off); and K on/off

(K-on/off).

(E and F) Time to peak response following stimulus

onset for K cells. Only cells showing >5 spikes/s

response to non-dominant stimulation are shown.

Response amplitude of K-sbc cells was inverted

for this analysis. Note variable delay in response to

non-dominant stimulation.

(G–I) Functional weight of non-dominant eye in-

puts for P, M, and K cells. Note that many K cells

get substantial excitatory input from the non-

dominant eye.
is broadly consistent with mean lag for pulsed stimuli (�20 ms).

Second, response phase is largely independent of response

amplitude (Figures 3C, 3D, and 3H); thus, response amplitude

cannot explain latency differences between the two eye inputs.

Binocular Integration
At two sites, we held recordings long enough to measure re-

sponses to stimuli delivered separately through each eye and

also with both eyes open (Figure S3). Binocular interaction was

estimated by comparing spike rates in 10-ms bins across

200 ms following preferred stimulus onset for five K cells. Binoc-

ular stimulation causes on average mild decreases in spike rate

compared to dominant eye stimulation (mean ratio binocular/

dominant: 0.86; SD 0.87; n = 5). The binocular spike rate is lower

than that predicted by summation of responses to monocular

stimulation ([dominant + non-dominant] / dominant: 1.60; SD

0.44; p = 0.18). Three K cells showed strong binocular inputs,

evidenced by high correlation between dominant and non-domi-

nant eye responses (r2 0.70, 0.42, and 0.42; p < 0.01 in each

case). Responses of these cells to binocular stimulation

(measured ratios 0.80, 0.00, and 0.72) likewise fall below the

summed responses to monocular stimulation (predicted ratios

1.91, 1.39, and 2.05). In sum, our data are consistent with sublin-

ear or suppressive binocular integration of K cell responses.

Functional Specificity of Binocular Inputs
The example PSTHs (Figures 1 and S1–S3) suggest that the

distinct response signatures of K cells (e.g., K-bon versus
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K-sbc) are common to both eye inputs.

To quantify this observation, we mea-

sured spike rate correlations for dominant

and non-dominant eye responses (see

the Experimental Procedures). For K

cells showing non-dominant weight >0.2

(n = 19), we compared the veridical corre-
lation to that obtained by synthetic correlation with responses of

other K cells (Figure 4). Themeasured correlation (main diagonal;

Figure 4) was over 8-fold greater than themean value of synthetic

correlation with cells of different functional subtype (mean ratio

8.56; SD 5.81; n = 19; p < 0.01; paired Wilcoxon test) and was

also greater than synthetic correlation with members of the

same K cell subtype (mean ratio 2.41; SD 0.78; p < 0.01). Both

results lead to the conclusion that the specialized properties of

K cell subtypes are retained for each eye’s inputs.

DISCUSSION

Sources of Binocular Inputs to K Cells
The obvious potential sources of binocular inputs to K cells are

(1) convergent direct retinal input, (2) inputs from other subcor-

tical visual centers, and (3) inputs from primary visual cortex.

These three main possibilities need to be weighed up in light of

our most intriguing finding, that is, the specialized properties of

K subtypes are similar in the two eye inputs—a result that implies

functional specificity rather than indiscriminate mixing of visual

signals.

Anatomically, retinal inputs to K layers do not show the strict

eye segregation that defines the P and M layers [16]. Addition-

ally, subcortical inputs to dLGN from the superior colliculus

and the parabigeminal nucleus selectively target K layers

[17, 18], and many neurons in those areas show binocular excit-

atory convergence [19–21]. Corticofugal axons likely carry

binocular signals, but they make synapses in all layers of the
ed
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Figure 3. Contrast Sensitivity in Monocular

and Binocular dLGN Cells

(A) Reconstructed recording site in layer K3.

Recording positions of two K cells are indicated.

(B) Reconstructed recording site in P layers. In this

recording, the lateral electrode shank was located in

the external (contralateral eye-recipient) P layer and

the medial shank was located in the internal (ipsi-

lateral eye-recipient) P layer.

(C and D) Contrast-response functions of K cells for

5 Hz spatial uniform sine intensity modulation. Top:

fundamental Fourier component (F1) amplitude.

Lines show saturating hyperbolic fits as described in

the text. Bottom: F1 phase. Lines show linear

regression. These K cells show roughly matched

contrast-response functions for stimuli delivered

through either eye.

(E and F) Two example P cells showing monocular

responses consistent with expected eye input to P

layers.

(G) Scatterplot of maximum response amplitude

(Rmax) for contralateral (Contra) and ipsilateral (Ipsi)

contrast-varying stimuli.

(H) Slope of linear fits to response phase. Note

values are clustered around zero slope, indicating

little influence of response amplitude on response

timing.

Error bars in (C)–(F) show the SEM.
dLGN and therefore should influence P cells and M cells as well

as K cells. These results imply retinal and/or subcortical visual

centers as the most likely sources of binocular responses in K

cells.

Functional Role of Binocular Integration in K Cells
It seems unlikely that binocular K cells could serve stereoscopic

single vision—which relies on orientation-selective inputs from

the two eyes [22, 23]—because K cells very rarely show orienta-

tion selectivity [24]. Most of our data were collected using a

spatially uniform stimulus, in order to rapidly characterize the

amplitude and timing of eye inputs, and we have not yet made

a parametric study of interocular phase dependence. It is worth

noting here that, in cat dLGN, the rarely encountered binocular

cells are not sensitive to retinal disparities [25].

But if binocular convergence in K cells does not serve disparity

detection, what is its significance? Our hypothesis is that the

significance lies in connections of the K layers with midbrain
Current Biology 25, 3190–3195, December 21, 2015
centers regulating spatial attention and

orienting [17, 18]. For example, the con-

nections of K layers with parabigeminal

nucleus and superior colliculus have ho-

mologies to the isthmic nuclei/tectal loops

of non-mammalian vertebrates [26, 27]. In

birds, this circuit constitutes a subcortical

site for binocular integration, allowing

response selection among competing vi-

sual stimuli [26, 27]. In primates, connec-

tions of the parabigemino-tectal circuit to

K layers and thence to primary [28–30]

and association cortices [31, 32] would
give these signals access to brain circuits for higher-level form

and motion analysis.

Binocular Processing in Rodents and Primates
Our results add to other points of similarity between the K layers

in primate dLGN and the binocular segment of the dLGN of the

best-studied rodent species (rats and mice). First, in both sys-

tems, many cells respond to complex stimulus features [6, 11,

24, 33–37] (but see also [38]). Second, afferent cortical projec-

tions of both systems extend beyond primary visual cortex [4,

31, 32, 39, 40] and target both supra-granular and granular

cortical layers [4, 29, 30, 41]. Third, both systems have connec-

tions with other subcortical visual centers, including centers

regulating attention and vigilance [17, 18, 40, 42, 43]. These ho-

mologies suggest that the main P and M layers have been selec-

tively expanded from a primordial subcortical system that serves

low-acuity visual functions, including visually guided approach

and avoidance behaviors. We conclude that the most obvious
ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 3193
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Figure 4. Functional Specificity of Non-dominant Eye Inputs

(A) Correlation matrix. Dominant and non-dominant eye responses were

correlated in 10-ms bins during 400 ms following stimulus onset, across four

different pulse stimulus conditions (S-cone increment, S-cone decrement,ML-

cone increment, and ML-cone decrement). Stimulus duration is 200 ms. Field

size is 12�. Elements on the main diagonal show measured (veridical) correla-

tion of dominant eye response amplitude with non-dominant eye response

amplitude. Other elements show synthetic correlation between dominant eye

responses (taken row-wise) with non-dominant eye responses (taken column-

wise) across all other possible combinations of responses in the sample. White

lines divide cells of the same functional group: koniocellular blue on/yellow off

(K-bon); K-off; K-on; koniocellular on-off field (K-on/off); and K-sbc.

(B) The solid line shows veridical correlation values sorted according to cor-

relation strength. The dashed line shows the mean value for synthetic corre-

lation across all other cells.
purpose of strict eye segregation in the main P andM layers is to

deliver monocular signals to the cortex, allowing high-order

image properties including retinal disparity to be extracted.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Recordings were made from sufentanil-anesthetized adult marmosets (Calli-

thrix jacchus; two male and one female) as described [10, 13]. Experiments

conformed to the Australian code for care and use of animals for scientific pur-

poses and were approved by the local institutional committee. Recordings

were made with a two-shank silicon array probe (NeuroNexus 16x2); each

shank (0.5 mm separation) provided 16 recording surfaces at 50-mm spacing

(Figure S2). Each array advance movement was followed by minimum

30 min settle time. Voltage records were sorted (Plexon offline sorter) and
3194 Current Biology 25, 3190–3195, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Else
analyzed using MATLAB (MathWorks). Spike shape, refractory period criteria

(less than two spikes in <2ms) and cluster qualitymetrics (multivariate ANOVA;

Dunn index) aided single-cell isolation. Cells recorded onmore than one chan-

nel were reduced to a single data stream (Figures S1 and S2). The P, M, and K

layers were identified by combination of anatomical track reconstruction, eye

dominance, and responses to cone-isolating stimuli (Figures 1 and S2). On

these criteria, recording sites of 71 cells were reconstructed. The location of

one site (case MA025, site 1) was not reconstructed; here, five K cells

were identified by response signature. Recordings targeted mid-peripheral

(5�–15�) binocular visual field representation.

Stimuli comprised temporal square-wave intensity and/or chromaticity

modulation of a circular field of diameter 12�–27� (‘‘pulse’’) delivered by a

CRT monitor refreshed at 100 Hz (mean intensity �50 cd m�2). Short-wave

sensitive (S) and medium/long-wave sensitive (ML) cone-isolating pulses

(duration 200 ms; 100 repetitions; inter-stimulus interval 600 ms) were con-

structed by convolving marmoset cone spectral sensitivity with the spectral

distribution of monitor phosphors [13]. Spatial uniform 5 Hz sinusoidal modu-

lation of an achromatic field of variable contrast was also presented (stimulus

duration 2 s; inter-stimulus interval 2.5 s; 20–60 cycles presented) at two sites.

The non-stimulated eyewas occludedwith a shutter. Responses to pulse stim-

uli were recorded with two eyes open at two sites (Figure S3).

PSTHs (bin width 10 ms; three-bin moving average) were constructed.

Dominant eye and optimal stimulus were assigned as the eye/contrast combi-

nation that produced greatest response variance. Maintained firing rate during

100-ms preceding stimulus onset was subtracted from peak (for excitatory re-

sponses) or trough (for suppressive responses) of the PSTH. Suppressive re-

sponses thus have negative sign. Response latency was calculated as time

from stimulus onset to peak or trough of the PSTH. Amplitude of non-dominant

response was measured at time of dominant eye response peak. Non-domi-

nant response amplitude was divided by the summed unsigned values of

dominant and non-dominant response. This ratio (non-dominant weight) varies

between �0.5 and +0.5, where 0 indicates no influence of non-dominant eye

stimulation, �0.5 indicates complete response suppression, and the asymp-

totic value +0.5 indicates equal excitatory response to dominant and non-

dominant eye stimulation.

Unless otherwise stated, theWilcoxon rank-sum test was used for statistical

comparisons.
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